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ABSTRACT,
Two-models of family treatment are presented in w hich

the child's nonverbal communication is as important as the adult's
verbal communication, and the child is accorded equal respect wit

- adult family members by the 'theraogst. In the, integrated co joint
ramily therapy model, children re' present at familytessio i t, and
the therapist responds to com ications made by both adult and
child(ren). Problems of conjoint therapy:are discussed, including the
disruptive behavior of children in therapy, language level problems,
and the importance of hearing every family member. A concurrent model
is also presented in which the therapist sees both mae child
individually and the 'family together in family sessions. concurrent
therapies are reccmmended when unresolved conflicts with.an absent
family member exist, as with the case' of divorcT., and when a child
has internalized a sense of shame or badness whiCh cannot be
expressed to,the parents. Problems'in concurrent therapy are
reviewed, focusing on issues of competition and integration of the
child's 'individual therapy insighti into family sessions. Case
-:material ip presented to illustrate techniques or integrating child
and Umily therapy skills, ate,` well as the difficulties and benefits
of such an approach. (NRB)
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ate the 4eory, skills, and techniques Of both

child' and family therapy when treating symptomatic children and their

'families: Individual child therapy has been hcln tlbe less effectivd"

When pradticed:Alone Without the knowledge of family d

:11a of family.therapy (Ackerman, 1966; French, 1977;

cs and the

45'1, 1973;

tnaff, I likewise family therapy is less effeCt ve when- practiced

bout, thew, knowledge of child development and the skills 016 child

e &-Lindsey, 1979; Dowiin Jones, 1978; McDermott & cilar,,

In an integrated. approach to family and child therapy, the child.is

seen both as a member of the family system and as an individual with

his her ique inner wor d world(view. The therapist needs to be

`able to ,communicate in the language of children as well as the language
fk

;Or
Of idults Two models of such an integrateeapproachlill be presented,

an diScusSed and the PrOle AOciated with these models -ill be

examined.

An integrated model of conjoin ly therapy is proposed in

age _level, is accorded equi4.

respect and importance by thetherapiNt. Iisit integrated model of,

which each family member, regardless

njoint family therapy the 'children need to/be present for family sessions

and the therapist needs to be able tb respond to children's communications

using their language. This may involve engaging in play, reflecting-
.

-.feelings that the ch a displaces onto play :figures, or simply speaking



e conere_OIY. 'Being responsive to the chili d entail speaking

4iieCtly to the child rather thgh talking about the child to the parents.

Therapy elearly becomes more complidated because in any given i,araCtion,

theytherapiat,must chobse between responding directly t he child,

directly to the parents, or directing a response to all of ,them. in

reference. to the interaction between them. The therapist needs to be

able to converse1Wboth adult,and.child language andpbe flexible and.

appropriate timeEskilled enough to Awiitch back and for

complaint about including c dren'in family therapy is

children are disruptive, which.is certainly true. Rarely is family

therapy with young children orderly and harmonious; adults and children

bompetp for the therapist attention, using thelr two different styles

of communication. The-adults'will try to talk while two-children are_ _ talk
.

fighting and a third tries to climb on the therapist _ lap. Family life

though is similarly disruptive, but with' one important difference. In

the family there is usually a set pattern for hendd.ingudisrupti

establishing control. In the therapy room there isn't a set.pattern.

Children quickly begin to test,.the behavioral limits so that the issue

of contrel. becomes prominent very 'quickly and. needvto be-addressed by

the therapist, whether in response to overly restrictive parents or tg

overly permissive parents. _re directive therapist would choose to

tablish control him /her self setting the 'limits from the beginning on

What is and is not permissible and taking responsibility for enforcing

the limits. A more ncndirective therapist might choose to explore the

isguamon oretIectively. For example, in a family session With the

family of a four year old, the child picked up a toy baby bottle in the

room and began sucking on it. Her mother immimmediately berated her,



telling her not to such a "baby" ,thing. The therapist then had tc

choose ro one of several responses Shetcould a eontrol over,

what permissible behavior in the play room thus contradicting

mother, she could reapond'

about not being allowed.

fee

it,

the child and explpre both her feeling

suck,the bottle-and what she was going to

e could respand t be mother and explore' either he

lags about the child being-like:a baby or her need to control that

partibular behavior. ideally all these aspects of the interaction,or

of other.interaptionS siler to this will be explored, at some point..

At each interaction though, the therapist has to make choices about

to whom she will respond and ha

Aiothir Problem of conjoint _child. lY therapy As that

the language level._ Children communicate sometimes on a nonverbal level

d frequently one more gone ete level ,than adults. If the therapist

'only speaks, at the child

therapist is being condescending toward them whereas if the therapist

level, the adAlt family members may feel the

Only speaks at the adult level, the children not understand and

will get bared There. heeds to be a give and take between the two levls.

The therapist md,5ht addre .the-children at one level and the adults at

another level of communication, explaining whys /he makes the shift,

the therapist might structure the interview so as to communicate for a

certain amount of time the:child'- level an for another amount of

time at the adults'

A third concern in conjoint family and child work is to insure that

every family member is heard. Especially when some family members

communicate nonveilbally it is easy to overlooc their messale. Again

this is illustrated with the four yea old and her family. The child's



had very irretilarzvsitativn with

the therapeutic goals Was to eneourage more .

andrregular visitation. Inone of the meeting° y th.the father

ter the father was discussing his cenflictual relationship with

Child's mother -when -Debra:(the child

a chair.q She might have been reac
.

began to make noise andepoun on

o'her parents' embattled

relationship but the therapist decided to respond to her and find out

for herself. ,First she reflected that Debra seemed to be saying sotething,

then her father asked what Was wrong. Debra paused and theri said to

_:her father; don't 4like it when you.do.that,. He asked what sand she

replied, "When you don't come when you.say,you will:" The father

explained that Debra was talking about the previous weekend Yhen.the

father was late in picking her up. The therapist said that it seemed: that

Debrahad:some feelings about that and asked if-there_were'anytting he
)

wanted to say to her about it. He then told Debra he was sorry, he didn't
44

mean to be late, and that he wouldn't do-itftagain.

Actually-he probably would do it again but Debra learned that in

that setting -she could express herself directly to her father;

'father learned that his.being.on time was important to Debra and the
f

therapist.learned that a child'S anxiety as expressed through nciisema _ng

4may be related, as m contentto the c ent of the ehild%s internal thoughts

(paddy was aate,:lest Satueday) as to the content of the adults

ponversatfot, (the relationship between the parents ). The child's

internat thoughts Fay be a reflection of the adults' conversation ('When

Daddy late Mommy' says bad things about him. Why can't they get

along ?), but

herself even when

,

portant that.the child have an opportunity' to express

tho,ughts= y appear toe be ur lated to the topic of



adult conversation.

A cOnjoint child and family therapy the thefapist needs" to be

itch tearsable to

the parents' verbalimessages

repeatedly thrOughoUt the sestion, focusing c

and the child' a nonverbal'messages.

nonverbal behavior h.s_a certaicannot be assumed that the-chilcrl

aning, but rather the-meaning mu

nonverbal message may reflect the

'childisfantasies or feel_

t be eXplored.with the child.

family dynamics, it may reflect the

y reflect the interaction between

as verbal communication

nonverb communication. The

fantasy and family relitionshipt.

eXplored for its deeper me

therapist must have skills in ning ,to, exploring.,. interpreting,

and responding to ,both formt of. communication.
4

ild ani=famllY therapy can be integrated in a concurrent model as

well as in a conjoint model. In a concurrent model, the therapist would

see both the dhileindillidually and -the family together faMilY. session

Just as,-it is appropriate -to see the parents alone, perhaps to discuss

al_ issues, there are, times when it is approp_iate;Io see, the child

ne., The major question, is' when: When should the child be seen

individually and when is conjoint therapy sufficient. The answer to-
.

that question is still somewhat Unclear 'oat there are at least two

occa ons when. it seems necessary-to see the child individually

concurrent :with family tr a ntl .tine such occasion. is when a significant

family me/tier is absent and there are unresolved.confiicts between

remaining family members and the absent member: The absence of a

signifi_anttfamily member seems to occur t'fr'equently with divorced.

parents who remain-in conflict with, each other and continue to triangle

the child into their.coxflicts. The absent parent frequently r fu



be involved in therapy or may lye too far away'to be-involved in therapy.

The resulting situation, though, is one of a child being triangled into

the parents' conflicted relationship with no way for thektheripist to

work with the parents directly to de-triangle the child. The child is

left-with numerous unexpressed feelings and conflicts concerning both

parents and a lack of,understanding abput bo.th the-parents ationahip
L

and the effect of that relationship on him/her% These seem appropriate

4sSUeS on which -to -focus in individual therapy concurrent . ith'family

treatment.

Anothet late occasion for he use. of concurrent individual'-

dimly work is when the child has-internalized a deep sense of shame

badness which s /he cannot or will not express.to the parents; Perhaps

the child cannot. express a sense of shame because, although his/her

behavior mdy indicate a very low self-esteem, the child is unaware of

his/her underlying feel s. At other,timesi the child may be a a

guilty or shameful feelings but is unwilling,to express them to the pa ents.

because of the parents' inability to either hear the child'or be supportive

of thechild. it's not udheard of for a child to say to the parentS

he feels like he is to blame for Ahe family problems, only to have the

parents agree ith him, that he-is td' blame fpr all their problems. In

Such cases it seems necessary for the mhild to explore feelings

in individual treatment, in order tb.alleviate some cif the gUilt, and

hopefully prevent a more serious conflict in the future.

'There are certain problems which arise in the implementation_

a concurrent model bf child'and family therapy, specifically around

issues of competition and around integrating the child's insights from



dividual work into the family seseions :' Gompe tion.for the the qpist's

attention seems more intense when th& child also sees the therapist.

individually. The c

attention an, aoesn'

id is accus omed*W-the'theraPist's and'

articuearly want to share,thatattention with

other members of the family. Som; children havt. real difficulty char

tehaviore t

One

_ion and will attempt a wide variety of acting-out

sure that.the therapiat's attentiolafocused.o the

child literally began.to climb the walls during family sessions aft-
,

therapist began seeing him individdally; and-a .lot of time was apent

both in family and individual sessions discussing his anger at the

therapist: for not being hi

The proble of Xntegrating into family therapy the. - child' insights

m individual therapy must. also be ciSait with. The Child may come

to understand hi- herself better in individual theraPY'an want to

dand need to- share thoke insights with the parents. There needs to

be allowances fOr this in family grapy without family treatment becoming

"show and tell time" for the child ith family treatment focuLng only

on the child to the exClusion'of other family Members and family

relationships. One technique which can-be utilized is a puppet show

staged by the child and the therapist for the rest of the 'family. The

puppet show would enact some family drama but would also reveal how

the child felt abdut the,dramal Information that the child had not

previously shared with the parents. An eleven year old girl and her

therapiAt recently staged such a,puet show for the family, revealing

that after the' girl's angry outbUrsts at her mother, she, would retreat

to her room and cry, feeling very guilty\for what she had said. The

puppet shOw ended with the puppet daughter _ ologizing tQ th4 mother an,



the mOther

in real life!,

understanding

feelinRe as well.

not yet happened

mated a disc lion -and a better

l's feelings but 04Lbout the mother

What is being cone ptualized is:a model: of family therapy which
.

, .

trulk, integrates the theory and techniqUes of both famlly therapy and

child therapy! As in-any-model, there are di,ficulties as well as

benefits i its-impleMentation, hopefully ba4-benefits will prove

greater'than,the probleMs when-the model is offered as a for of

treatment fibr the child-focused -pally and its members.
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